NEWS
DETERMINANT RE-OPENING AT GIGAMALL AND VINCOM PLAZA PHAN VAN TRI
DETERMINANT Vietnam opens the second official store at Vincom Plaza Phan Van Tri Ho Chi Minh City on May 29, 2021.

NEW DETERMINANT SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
Like you, we strive for excellence in everything we do, meaning that we
also create a better planet with responsible and sustainable methods at
every part of the production process. From seed to shirt, every person
involved makes deliberate decisions to minimize our footprint and create
positive impact at every step of the way.
This year, we adopt sustainable material for all DETERMINANT packaging
to reduce overall waste.
We lead the way towards minimized environmental impact and positive
social influence.
SHIRTSTOP IS BACK WITH SPECIAL COLLECTION
SHIRTSTOP is an affiliate brand of DETERMINANT developed by Wellness
Style Vietnam. As a vertically integrated manufacturing process with
carefully selected materials for consumer’s health, SHIRTSTOP brand
provides not only quality products, but also a great choice for green
lifestyle.
SHIRTSTOP is known for its youthful, dynamic designs and extremely
"cool" colors on its two main product lines, Polo and T-shirt.
Let's waiting for the surprises from SHIRTSTOP and stay tuned!
FC BARCELONA UNIQUE COLLECTION
On August 24, to welcome the event of LIN Annual Cross Sector Conference, the wonderful
collection is coming. The FC Barcelona official Licensed Collection by DETERMINANT fuses
football and workwear in a unique capsule fitting for every culer that brings their passion from
the pitch to the office. Inspired by the football club's red and blue enthusiasm, this collection
features iconic FC Barcelona insignia and DETERMINANT's signature shirt technologies, to
help fans wear their pride and ignite their performance in their work-life.
…………………….
Contact us at:
Website: www.detshirts.vn
Phone: 097 601 7108 or Email cs@detshirts.vn
Lazada: https://www.lazada.vn/shop/determinant
Shopee: https://shopee.vn/determinant_vn
Zalo shop: https://zalo.me/134098322177570165
Store 1: Floor 2 –Vincom Plaza Phan Van Tri, 12 Phan Van Tri, Ward 7, Go Vap District, HCMC
Store 2: Floor 4 – GIGAMALL Shopping Center, 240 – 242 Pham Van Dong, Thu Duc City, HCMC
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